Create a bumpy sea star

Fun fine motor activity for the littlies. They can use their fingers to scrunch up crepe paper to create a 3d sea star!

What you’ll need
Blue cardboard
Brown paper bag
Brown (or preferred colour) crepe paper
Glue stick

What to do
1. Cut a star shape from the brown paper bag (you will get 2 stars from 1 bag)
2. Glue this onto the blue card (if you want to be super creative you could create an underwater mural for your sea stars. They could all live together as a family!)
3. Rip small pieces of crepe paper and use hand/fingers to roll into small balls
4. Roll some glue stick onto your brown star and stick the small balls onto it.
5. Keep adding to the star until he is sufficiently bumpy!

Have fun!! ☺